
PROCESS CONTROL
SOLUTIONS FOR ALL YOUR

Meat Applications



SMART 6 ProFat
For Fat, Protein & Moisture 
In Raw Products

Chicken Ham

Incoming Raw Materials
Knowing, really knowing, the protein, fat, and moisture 
content of meat products is critical; critical to paying 
the right price for raw materials, critical to blending 
processed meats properly, and critical for both shelf 
life and customer satisfaction. A rapid & direct test of 
all incoming raw materials allows proper formulation to 
optimize products and maximize profit.

Test protein, fat, and moisture of raw meats using a 
single system with no method recalibration required. 
The power of iDri™ technology enables the SMART 6™ 
ProFat™ Meat Analyzer to determine the precise amount 
of protein, fat, moisture, and ash in 90 seconds. As a 
direct measurement system, it can be used to verify and 
calibrate NIR, X-ray, or other in-line analyzers.

Cost Savings
Fat Protein Moisture/

Solids
CEM Ref CEM Ref CEM Ref

Raw Beef 43.1 43.2 12.4 12.4 44.1 44.2

Raw Chicken 20.9 20.8 12.6 12.6 63.3 63.4

Chicken & Beef Blend 17.5 17.5 13.6 13.4 63.0 63.2

Slurry 26.5 26.5 8.5 8.4 56.5 56.5

Sausage 14.8 14.7 15.9 15.8 63.8 64.2

Jerky 11.3 11.3 35.5 35.7 28.6 28.2

If you produce 
3 million pounds of 
products annually,

CEM can achieve 0.25% 
better accuracy than 
NIR for a savings of 

$35K per year!  �Accurately determine fat, protein, and moisture 
content in raw meat and pre-blend samples

 �Uses AOAC Official Method 985.14

 �No calibration required

 �IP-65 compliance option

 �Verify and maintain performance of in-line analyzers

Save On

Accuracy (Compared to NIR & IR)

�Stability (No Recalibrations)

�Versatility  (No Limitations to 
Products Tested)



Pre-Blends
With the improved accuracy that CEM equipment provides, 
you can better formulate pre-blends and other in-process 
products, while recombining fat and lean products, and 
mixing in additives and water. Maintaining tighter specs 
allows users to use lean product more sparingly, and add 
more water, while still meeting internal specifications. This 
helps keep a high quality product, but efficiently maximizes 
yield and increases profit through Least Cost Formulation 
practices. CEM can even test bone content in 15 minutes, 
with no solvents or calibrations, allowing screen sizes to 
be optimized.

Whether the sample is poultry, beef, pork, or any combination, 
CEM systems are versatile enough to accurately determine 
the fat, moisture, protein, and ash content in any sample, 
regardless of blend or composition. Direct measurement 
means reformulations, product temperature, and additive 
changes do not require new methods or recalibration.

Finished Product
Quality is making products that always meet specifications, 
both internally and from your customer. Let CEM help minimize 
batch to batch variations, reduce rejected shipments, and 
have the option to quickly check every shipment for faster 
product release and labeling. Customers get the product 
they want while manufacturers pay a fair price for the goods 
received. Directly, accurately, and quickly verify protein, fat, 
and moisture for all products before they leave the factory 
using AOAC approved methods.

The SMART 6™ ProFat™, ORACLE™, and Phoenix™ generate 
results you can count on.

Ground Beef Prepared MealsHot Dogs Chicken Nuggets

ORACLE
For Moisture, Fat & Protein
In All Meat Products

 Universal primary fat analysis of any sample

 3 minute total analysis

 No method development or recalibration

 Utilizes AOAC approved technology (2008.006)

 �Protein results for most meat products 
(excluding smoked/cured)

Phoenix
For Ash & Bone Content

 Ash up to 10 x faster than traditional muffle furnaces

 Use any crucible, including platinum

 Determine bone content for MSP without solvents

 Send data directly into any database system

 Durable for minimal service requirements

...and many more!



Our commitment to you 
doesn’t end when your 
system is shipped; 
it begins.
~Michael J. Collins 
President & CEO, CEM
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Over 50,000 
systems sold 

worldwide

CEM has been an 
ISO-certified facility 

since 1994

All systems serviced 
& supported by 
experts with an 

average of 15 years 
of experience

CEM invests 11% 
of annual revenue 

into R&D, the result... 
11 R&D 100 awards

IQ/OQ/PQ Validation 
by certified CEM

Technicians


